Theodore Roosevelt Multiple Choice

If a house mouse sleeps in a house and a field mouse sleeps in a field do dormice sleep in dorms?

A number of definitions are listed. Below each definition are 4 words that may match the definition. Print the letter of the word which matches the definition in the space provided by each definition.

___ 1. Theodore Roosevelt's birthplace, born on October 27, 1858
   A. Edith Carow Roosevelt   B. Charles W. Fairbanks   C. Rough Riders   D. New York City

___ 2. The preservation and careful management of the environment and of natural resources
   A. Conservation   B. Successor   C. Teddy Bear   D. New York City

___ 3. First Lady and childhood playmate of Theodore Roosevelt
   A. Panama Canal   B. Republican   C. Edith Carow Roosevelt   D. Boxing

___ 4. A ship canal 50 miles long across the Isthmus of Panama built by the United States
   A. Panama Canal   B. Edith Carow Roosevelt   C. Republican   D. Teddy Bear

___ 5. The vice President to Theodore Roosevelt
   A. Charles W. Fairbanks   B. Panama Canal   C. Boxing   D. New York City

___ 6. After McKinley was assassinated, Roosevelt took office
   A. Boxing   B. Successor   C. Republican   D. Conservation

___ 7. The volunteer cavalry regiment led by Theodore Roosevelt in the Spanish-American War
   A. Conservation   B. Successor   C. Rough Riders   D. Theodore Roosevelt

___ 8. Theodore Roosevelt's political party
   A. Conservation   B. Boxing   C. Teddy Bear   D. Republican

___ 9. 26th President of the United States
   A. Successor   B. Panama Canal   C. Theodore Roosevelt   D. Boxing

___ 10. Stuffed bear got its name after Teddy Roosevelt refused to shoot a bear cup while on a hunting trip
    A. Teddy Bear   B. Rough Riders   C. Edith Carow Roosevelt   D. Charles W. Fairbanks

___ 11. Roosevelt loved strenuous exercise and kept in shape by sparring with professionals and sometimes invited political rivals into the ring for a friendly round
    A. Republican   B. Panama Canal   C. Charles W. Fairbanks   D. Boxing